Structural Slab on Grade with Formed Brick Ledge

**Perforated Control Cavity™** (PCC 4816 or PCC 4832) or **10mm Perforated Control Cavity™** (PCC 2416 or PCC 2432) and **Mortar Belt™** (MB 3550) and **Stone Cavity Weep™** (SCV 5012)

**Perspective View**

- Lightly Score Legs at Face of Wall and Crack off by Pushing Downward While Mortar is Still Plastic
- Grade to Run 4” Below Weeps
- 1” Spacer to be Removed After Blocks are Layered Void to Receive Perforated Control Cavity™
- Structurally Engineered Monolithic Slab
- Steel Reinforcement as to Engineers Specs

Please Review Side View Drawing 10CM02SW002
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